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Welcome to Rockingham! 
 

 This historic house served as General George Washington’s final wartime 
headquarters of the Revolution, while our Congress was meeting in Princeton in later 1783.  
Both waited for the treaty (the official paperwork being worked on in Paris, France) to be 
finished and signed to formally end the war. This happened while they were in residence. 

 The following scavenger “hunt” will help you learn more about the historic site and its 
history, including Washington’s stay, while the house is closed to the public.  You can print 
out the following pages to bring with you or save the file to your phone or tablet (in case of 
spotty internet signal—nothing unusual in a State park!) and work from that.  The hunt can 
be worked as a group effort with accompanying adults.  We don’t really expect you to know 
many of the answers to the historical questions off the top of your head, unless you are a 
Rockingham expert (if so, would you like to volunteer?).  They are just a way to explore, do 
some figuring out and have fun!  While we hope you can do them in order, feel free to pick 
and chose which ones you wish to “find.” We hope you enjoy your visit to our historic site 
and wish you happy “hunting”! 
 

[Sections in gray are directions as to where to go or look next.  The Answer Key starts on 
pg. 5, after the map, but try to only look at the one you are answering—try not to look ahead 
and spoil it!] 

 

 

Let’s Get Started!  
 

 1. When you arrive, before leaving the parking lot, walk over to the information board—find 
the “Farewell Orders to the Armies,” written here at Rockingham by General George 
Washington in October 1783.  Toward the end of the fourth paragraph, what 3-word 
phrase does General Washington say the army became against all expectations?  Bonus 
if you know from where Washington borrowed the phrase. 

 2. Rockingham had been a working farm in the 18th and 19th centuries.  They had many 
outbuildings for animals, grain storage and to keep tools and transportation vehicles.  You 
can’t miss the large Dutch barn! See the window toward the top?  In the past, there often 
would have been open holes in geometric shapes like cut through the 
top of the wall, instead of a window.    

 Can you guess what the holes may have been for?  

 

  3. Look for the fence along the road.  This type of structure was called a worm fence.  Can 
you see why?  How might it have been used on a large farm property like this? 

   

  4. There is a circle of stones in the lawn on the other side of the rail fence along the path to 
the house.  For what would it have been used? 

 

Go across the bridge, up the path through the trees and into the open lawn area. 



     

  5. How many stars are on the blue flag hanging in one of the windows?  Why that number?  
For what do you think this flag was used? 

 

  6. Go around to the right of the house. Another window has a silhouette of an object that 
would have been used in that particular room.  What is it?  Do you think all houses in 
George Washington’s time would have had one of those rooms? 

 

  7. On both sides of the house near the doors, you will see a thin strip of wood, the same 
color as the rest of the wood siding, making a line partway up the grey wood siding.   Any 
idea what those lines are from?  Which side of the house is the front? 

 

  8. When you are on the side of the house with the 2nd story porch, gently, without pressing 
on the glass, look through the window at the far left.  This was the formal parlor, where 
many different activities could take place, especially when you had guests.  Find 3 
activities. 

 

  9. Look gently into the next window to the right, same room.  General Washington’s military 
uniform had fancy fringed metallic pieces on the shoulder called epaulettes.  They showed 
his rank by the number of stars.  How many stars are on the copy of his epaulette lying on 
the stand?  Do you know how tall he was? 

 

10. Go to the first window to the right of the door.  You will see portraits at the window and just 
inside.  How many portraits of George Washington are there? 

 

11. Go to the next window to your right, same room as the portraits.  What was George 
Washington’s wife’s first name?  Bonus if you know her full name. 

 

12. Find the crazy crooked door.  Any guesses why it is like that? 

 

 

13. At the far end of the boxed plant bed right in front (marked “A”) of you as you enter and in 
the bed to your right along the fence there are some plants with silvery, fuzzy leaves.  
Gently feel the leaves—they are very soft.  These are called Lamb’s Ear.  They had an 
antiseptic (prevented growth of germs and bacteria) quality to them.  How might they have 
been used in the 18th century? 

 

As you approach the house, look at the windows. 

Turn around and go into the garden through the left gate (toward the road).  Reach over the 
gate, pull up on one of the black rods as you gently push the gate open. 



 

14. Go and stand with the garden hose behind you.  Look at the bed in front of you (marked 
“B”) filled with plants.  What are the plants?  You can pull a small leaf off, squeeze it 
between your fingers and smell it. Do you know what it is now?  (You can also chew and 
eat it—it’s safe—we do not spray our plants!). 

 

15. In the very middle of the garden is a square bed with a small bush (marked “C”).  This 
plant, called a Jersey Tea Bush, was important for patriotic people during the 
Revolutionary War.  Why? 

 

16. Look up when you do and notice the strange metal and mirror contraption hanging at the 
2nd floor window of the main house.  Can you guess what this is used for?  Benjamin 
Franklin invented it to be used on rowhouses in Philadelphia (for 2nd floor windows). 

 

17. Look up at the top of the stone chimney (also along the roofline of the barn) and see the 
small metal spikes.  Another Franklin invention.  What were they for? 

 

18. Look in the window on the inside sill (ledge).  What color is George Washington’s coat? 
Do you know what color suit Washington usually wore while he was president? 

 

19. What are the names of the two women who helped save Rockingham and open it to the 
public?  What year did they do this?  Which one is pictured on the sign? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As you leave the garden, please close the gate behind you to help keep the deer and 
groundhogs out!  Walk through the gate in the fence between the main house and the smaller 

gray house to the right.   

Walk back up the path along the rail fence, past the barn to the stone building. 

Walk back along the path through the trees and over the bridge.   

Just past the bridge on the right is a sign. 



 

20. Original Location: a short distance after you turn onto 518, as the road goes 
uphill and curves to the right you will see a white 40 MPH speed limit sign on the 
right.  To the right of that (a bit to the south), several yards out (there is a wooden 
fence in the way now and the land is gone due to the quarry) is where the house 
sat originally.  At its largest, it had 360-plus acres around it. 

 

21. 2nd Location: just behind the 40 MPH sign is a phone pole.  Starting with that 
one count six poles total (it is only a few hundred yards).  Between the sixth pole 
and the yellow curve sign beyond on the right is where the entrance was for the 
next location.  If you stop, there are 2 sections of gray stone wall left from the 
entrance to the drive to the house, though they are overgrown with vegetation.  
The land on which the house sat is quarried out here as well. 

 

22. 3rd Location: much further along the road and on the left (north) side of the road this 
time.  There is a pink chain across what was once the driveway to the parking lot. 

 

At this point, if you choose to hunt for the last 3 “finds” of the activity, you will need to return 

to your car.  They are found while driving (let someone with a driving license do this!). They 

are the first, second and third locations of Rockingham (we are in our 4th location today). 

 

The Rockingham house was moved three times—in 1897, in 1957 and in 2001 to its present 

location  Each move had something to do with the rock quarry now known as Trap Rock, a 

little to the north of us today.  

 

You might want to read over the instructions below and look at the map on the next page 

before leaving the parking lot so that you have an idea of what you will be searching for when 

driving. You can pull over onto the shoulder at each location, but be very careful as the 

shoulder is narrow and the curvy road makes it difficult to see cars that are coming and for 

them to see you.  If you do decide to pull over, it is best to stay in the car or get out only on 

the passenger side (watch out for high grass at curb). 

You have completed the Rockingham History Scavenger 
Hunt! Not only should you be proud of yourselves, but we 
hope you enjoyed the experience and learned about the 

site and its history!  When the house opens once again, we 
hope you can visit and see and learn more about General 

Washington’s stay here! 
Go to www.rockingham.net or the Rockingham Facebook 
page to keep in touch and have access to further info about 

our history, the garden and current programming. 



Original Site, c. 1710 - 1897 

2nd Location, 1897 - 1957 

3rd Location,  

1957 - 2001 

Present Location  

Original, c. 1890s 2nd, c. 1920s 3rd, c. 1970s-80s 



ANSWER KEY 

  1. “band of Brothers” - phrase comes from William Shakespeare’s Henry V.  Washington 
came to Rockingham in August of 1783 at the invitation of Congress who were meeting 
in Princeton at that time.  There was a cease fire (fighting ended agreement) in place 
since April, but the Revolutionary War would not be officially over until the peace treaty—
basically the paperwork—was agreed on and signed.  Everyone was waiting around for 
that to finally end the war. Washington was still General and there was still an army 
(idling away in NY, which is where Washington was before coming to Rockingham).  
While the Treat of Paris was finished and signed on September 3, Congress and 
Washington would not hear about it until October 31 and the Farewell Orders were 
written in the time in between. 

 

  2. The holes were there so that birds such as martins and swallows could enter the 
barn.  Grain was stored in the barn shortly after harvesting from the fields and nesting 
birds in the rafters would eat bugs that could make the grain unusable.  While this barn 
was not part of the Rockingham property (the inside structure from the end of the 18th 
century is from another local farm), there had been a barn, stables, grainery, carriage 
house, fowl house, smoke house and a tenant house (for a family who worked on the 
property) in George Washington’s time. 

 

  3. It zig-zags back and forth, like a worm moves (though less curvy).  It was built without 
nails.  This was a working farm in the 1700s and would have had animals that they didn’t 
want wandering into the fields where crops were growing.  It could also be used to show 
the border of the property. 

 

  4. It is an outdoor hearth for cooking.  When Washington was at Rockingham, with him 
were about 2 to 3 dozen soldiers (he did not bring the whole army!).  They camped 
outdoors to the east of the house and would have had camp fires for warmth (in the later 
months) and for cooking their meals.  A ring of stones helped keep the fire from 
spreading to the grass nearby. 

 

  5. 13, for the 13 colonies early in the war, states later in the war.  The flag was used as 
General Washington’s personal flag and was displayed at his headquarters, which 
included Rockingham in later 1783. 

 

  6. A teapot.  The tearoom mentioned in a letter of 1783 was a part of the house that had 
been added in the 1760s by the Berrien family (see next question), owners of the house 
when the General was staying here.  Tea was a very important symbol of Great Britain 
and its colonies, and regularly enjoyed by those who could afford it, as you’ll learn further 
in the garden.  But no, most houses in the 18th century would have been too small to 
have a tea room and this was something mostly for only the wealthier people, about 3 to 
5 people out of every 100. 

 

 



 

  7. They show where the oldest part of the house once ended.  The original house, built 
about 1710 by a family named Higgins, had 4 rooms downstairs (1 large and 3 smaller) 
and 2 upstairs.  It was two full stories on the front and one-and-a-half stories at the back.  
In the 1760s, the Berriens added a section to the house on the left that had 4 more rooms 
(2 down, 2 up) and made the house almost twice as large.  The front of the house is the 
side toward the garden, facing south for the best light in the main rooms. 

   

 8. Dining (eating)—food on table, music/dancing—English flute/recorder and sheet music 
on chair, playing games—cards on small table to side.  The formal parlor was part of the 
addition that the Berrien family had added to the house and the Washingtons used it to 
entertain members of Congress, local acquaintances, military people visiting the area  
and friends who were not too far away to travel for a visit.   There was most likely dancing 
and card playing, favorite pastimes of Washington. 

 

  9. 3 stars for the rank of Commander in Chief (the highest rank until the Civil War—in our 
time 3 stars is Lt. General and you can have up to 4 stars in the army—General (plain 
and simple).  George Washington was about 6 ft., 2-3 in. tall, taller than average even 
today. 

 

10. 2, in the panes—the originals of both of these were painted at while the General was 
staying at Rockingham.  The portrait on the easel inside is of Judge John Berrien, who 
purchased land and the older part of the house by 1735.  He became a judge for 
Somerset County and a trustee of the College of New Jersey, present-day Princeton 
University, meaning that he, along with other chosen men, helped run the College and 
make decisions about spending, hiring, etc..  He was made a Supreme Court Justice for 
the colony of New Jersey in 1764 and served in the colony’s Assembly. 

 

11. Martha.  Martha Dandridge (maiden name) Custis (last name of first husband who died) 
Washington.  She was 8 months older than George.  Martha travelled from Mount 
Vernon, the Washington home in Virginia, to join the General in his winter quarters every 
year of the war.  After several months, when the army would prepare to return to battles, 
she returned to Virginia.  She had stayed past the previous winter when they were in 
Newburgh, NY as the fighting had ended and came with him to Rockingham, staying from 
August until early October. 

 

12. This is what can happen to a house that is over three-hundred years old (that part, at 
least), has been moved three times, been close to a rock quarry and it’s blasting and had 
a porch added, removed and re-added.  There is a bit of a sag in the wall and the door 
was adjusted over time to fit.  However, the door would not have been there in the 
General’s time as the porch did not exist until the 1800s.  There would have been another 
window there in the 1700s. 

 

 



 

13. They were used for wounds and ulcers to help with healing and stopping bleeding 
(among other uses).  Sometimes called “woundwort.” 

 

14. Mint, including spearmint and peppermint. It had many different uses in the 18th century 
such as for bad breath, stomach aches, insect bites, muscle aches, chapped hands and 
hiccups! 

 

15. During the Revolutionary War, the American colonies were fighting Great Britain.  While 
Americans really, really liked tea, it was sold to them by the British. It became a symbol 
of  what Americans were rebelling against and many chose not to buy it anymore.  
However, they did like drinking tea, so they found other plants to use instead, such as the 
dried leaves of the Jersey teabush, raspberry bush and mint. 

  

16. It is called a busybody and would have been placed so that someone on the second 
floor could see who was at their front door on the first floor and then decide if they 
wanted to answer the door or not.  It also could be used to see people passing by their 
house.  We have it to see people coming from the parking lot to the house. 

 

17. They are lightning rods.  They protect the building from lightning strikes which could 
start fires or do other damage.  They direct the energy/electricity of lightning down a wire 
to the ground, making it harmless to the building and the people inside.  The stone 
building was built around 1905 as a visitor center for the historic house when it was first 
opened to the public at its second location (see #21).  It later served as a kitchen for 
cooking demonstrations and is now used as our Museum Store (when we have special 
events). 

 

18. Green.  President Washington often wore a black velvet suit. 

 

19. Josephine Swan and Kate McFarland in 1896; then the house was moved in 1897.  
The photo shown is of Kate (who was a Miss, not a Mrs.). She lived in Rocky Hill and is 
the person who got things started and asked Josephine to join her and other neighbors to 
save Rockingham. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HUZZAH!  
(an 18th-century version of Hooray!) 


